PRE-QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARTICIPANTS WHO WISH TO JOIN THE
ADVANCED SPIRITUAL GROWTH CLASS/WORKSHOP
(NOTE: The flyer outlines the class procedure.)
Introduction:
This class is about advancing our communication, our ability to listen and continue our personal
growth with others who share a similar level of awareness and understanding.
The prerequisite of having attended Millie’s classes for a minimum of five years is essential.
This will be a high-level class. By now, we should be living in a state of awareness. God-stories
are a normal and common place part of our daily lives. We already recognize how God works in
our lives.
This class is about raising both our spiritual consciousness and our personal growth. The lessons
will involve some discussion. Genuine participation will be encouraged and expected. There
will also be some assignments. Participants will be expected to keep a Class Journal which, at
times, may be shared with me. Entries may be shared anonymously with other class participants.
The Journal should be in three sections:
(1) What you learned from the class
(2) Summary/description of the circles in the class.
(3) Class assignments.
The class is NOT about “How to be a Great Spiritual Medium.” In fact, I would suggest it is
more of a “How to Hold Sacred Space” during a circle. That means we don’t have to “verbalize”
every message we receive. Listen to your inner self and learn. These circles will be of a
different quality since we intend on holding a higher vibration. However, messages given should
follow the guidelines Millie has taught us and as given as Spiritual Medium Guidelines. That is
to say:
 You do not describe in detail what you are seeing; you interpret what you are seeing and give
the message as you see fit.
 All messages are positive in nature.
 No warnings are ever given.
No physical items will be used in this class. Subjects like psychometry, table tipping, Tarot
cards, etc. will not be addressed. I consider those as tools we may have used in the past to help
our intunement. If your mediumship has grown to a true spiritual level, you do not need any
physical assistance from special items. God and the angels give the messages. For this class,
you should be in a place where you know how to receive, interpret and provide a spiritual
message based solely on your spiritual awareness.
I am anticipating that those who regularly participate for at least one year will engage in a sort of
“graduation ceremony” much as Millie has with her class. I will award a Certificate of
Completion for attending one year of classes. It is my intent these classes will continue for
several years.
That having been said, please complete the following questionnaire:
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QUESTIONNAIRE:
Please send to Rev. Connie not later than January 15, 2017: revconnie@fscci.org
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Dates/years you attended Millie’s classes; who was in class with you?
What do you feel you learned from Millie’s classes?
How has your life changed since taking Millie’s classes?
What other FSC-sanctioned classes have you completed?
Your reasons for taking this class are:
Your expectations from taking this class are:

Attach additional pages as needed.
Thank you!
Rev. Connie
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